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Merciless, the Supervillain without Mercy (TM), is back with even bigger problems! How far will he

go to fix his wife's current state of being a soulless vampire? Can he ignore his growing feelings for

Cindy, despite their difference over the new Star Wars movie? Can he survive the wrath of the

president of the United States (whom he accidentally stole billions from)? While he ponders those

personal issues, Death has a new mission for him. The greatest hero on Earth has killed, and she

isn't pleased. Death wants the murder solved and the perpetrator given the kind of justice only the

Avatar of Death can dish out. Unfortunately for Gary, that's only the tip of the psychotic iceberg.
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I bought, downloaded, and read this book in a rush last night. I then had to head off to bed, so my

memories are slightly muddled, so forgive any factual bits I forget. First off, this entry felt even a bit

more like being dropped into the middle of the plot. Gary's sister and her daughter now live in

Mercilessland (formerly the Night Walker's estate). He's apparently been spending the last year or

so trying to restore Mandy and has become a major force in the criminal world, as well as part of the

top 1% despite attempting to donate as much ill-gotten goods to charity as he can.The main plot

was serviceable, following Gary's attempts to revive Mandy, his attempt to solve the death of

Ultragod, and President Omega's attempt to kill Gary and destroy the rest of the world. The

proofreading is better than the initial release of the last book, but still has its iffy bits from hilarious

homophones to missing formatting and swapped letters to the occasional seemingly misplaced

sentence, but it was readable. It felt a little bit cramped with a lot of action and new characters

crammed in and then eliminated within a page or two. I did like the general thrust of when to stand



your ground against the reality of the world and when to yield and accept that it's going to cause

more pain fighting it. And, as is par for Gary's life, half of his problems get resolved almost off-stage

by other characters and forces in the world.I vacillated between a 3 and a 4 on this. It's not as good

as the first two books in my opinion, but it is still good. It ends with even less resolution than the last

two books, clearly indicating a sequel, albeit one where I don't know that the stakes are all that

raised compared to what they faced here.

Book three of the Supervillainy Saga opens with a jump right into the middle of a vicious battle

between Gary, er, Merciless: The Supervillain Without Mercyâ„¢ and The Left Handed Bokor.

Merciless only wants to exchange an insane amount of money for a magic stone so he can return

his wife Mandy to her normal, human life. Apparently, the Bokor got a better offer, and heâ€™s after

Garyâ€™s headâ€”literally. After the fight, Merciless retreats to his home turf, and things go

pear-shaped for everyone.Garyâ€™s in a bad spot, with an insane President, the greatest hero on

Earth, ex-wife, a new girlfriend, an ex-girlfriend, Cloak, and Death herself breathing down his neck.

He desperately wants to release his wife from vampirism and pursues that goal while also

attempting to keep the world as he knows it from being destroyed. On top of that, Death has sent

him on a mission to solve a murder, and to top it all off, his powers are on the fritz, a year after the

battle that destroyed the Brotherhood of Infamy (book 2).Like the first two books in the series,

Garyâ€™s plans fall somewhere between hoping he has a plan, and relying on the bad guys to

overreach their intelligence. Along the way, he discovers a twist (no spoilers, you have to read it for

yourself) that he might be able to use to his advantage. I thought that particular plot device was

cleverly done and is one of my favorite parts of the book.I thoroughly enjoyed the idea of Gary as an

â€œAnti-villainâ€•. He wants to give back to the people of Falconcrest City, and uses his ill-gotten

gains to buy up real estate and rebuilding the city, as well as building a hospital and free clinics. He

feels bad for the people who are caught in the super-battles and hopes to make their lives a little

better.
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